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Reconciliation Sunday  
Pitt Street Uniting Church, Sunday 30 May, 2021 

Reflections by Rev Lionel Robson, Meredith Knight, and Ruth Lambert 

Trinity B 

Isaiah 6:1-8; Romans 8:12-17; John 3:1-17 

This worship service can be viewed on You Tube at https://pittstreetuniting.org.au/spirit/reflections/ 
 

 

LIONEL 

Today is Trinity Sunday. It’s the only Sunday set apart to consider Christian doctrine. 
Now I woke up at half past two this morning totally startled. I thought: oh, the sleep apnoea 
machine has turned itself off. It didn't and it hadn't.  

I woke up from a dream and the dream goes back 52 years ago. A friend of mine asked 
me to give a sermon at his ordination and induction - which I did. After the service was over, 
the proverbial tea was had and two seasoned ministers, with hair coloured like this, came up 
and said: “that was an interesting lecture. What a shame only six of us understood it. And I 
thought: oh this dream is telling me something!  

So I put aside what I was going to say – yeah, be afraid! Be very afraid!  

So we turn our attention to the conversation between Jesus and Nicodemus, also a light 
sleeper, in John’s Gospel. And I haven't noticed this in John’s Gospel before. Talk about taking 
things for granted! This section of the Gospel rests upon a Trinitarian foundation.  

Verses three to eight relate to God the Holy Spirit. Verses 11 to 15 refer to God the Son. 
And verses 16 and 17 relate to God the Father. You notice I’m a traditional Christian. There 
are the traditional terms. 

Now the idea of Trinity Sunday is to provide guide rails for us as we make our way 
along the Christian road and as we reflect upon who God is. Now once the early followers 
began to see or understand who Jesus was and think about him, they realized their ideas of 
God had to expand - and expand very quickly. And they had to develop.  

So the Trinity is actually the name that we use for the dynamic and the multi-faceted 
God. It’s important to say that it took three centuries for the Trinity doctrine to be developed. 
And I have three more minutes. 

So this doctrine, the Trinity doctrine, tells us who God is. It says first of all clearly, 
which we know, that God is creative. God is there at the beginning in the Genesis story, not 
only creating but also maintaining, also upholding. The whole genesis book tells us that God 
never ceases caring. God’s providence continues, and will continue till the end of time. This is 
the providential oversight of God.  
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For someone who is trained in reformed theology, this is the sovereignty of God. And 
this book tells us that God creates out of nothing. That's the power that the writers of this 
book want us to understand about God. The powerful God. The providential God. 

Secondly, this doctrine tells us that God is not vague. That God is not distant. It tells us, 
uncomfortably for many many people, that God has come close. God is in fact physical. You 
remember that song by Bette Midler of what - 20 years ago - which goes something like (I’m 
not going to sing now, don't worry). You know: God is watching us. God is watching us from a 
distance. Whoa. Terrific lyrics, but absolutely dreadful and awful theology. 

The Son of God, Jesus Christ, has come among us. Has come among us as an ordinary 
person. And John’s Gospel tells us why. In verse 16 there are those wonderful, wonderful 
words: God so loved the world. That is why Jesus Christ has come among us. 

And thirdly, the doctrine of the Trinity tells us that God the Holy Spirit, is near to us, 
empowering us, encouraging us, guiding us along the road of faith. Those who were here last 
Sunday, whether you were here, or you were online, or somewhere, you were able to witness 
something extremely powerful.  

We had here an exposition, on Pentecost Sunday, of the Holy Spirit. And no one who 
was here will ever forget it. It drove home to us, that homily, that sermon, that exposition - it 
drove home to us the dynamism of God. The activity of God. The care of God! Ahh! Terrific to 
hear.  

Now the spirit, as we heard last Sunday - I’m just going to repeat this - gives to us gifts. 
The spirit is with us where we pray. We're not grasping for the spirit. The Holy Spirit. The 
Holy Spirit was given to us in our baptism.  

So the Holy Spirit is in us, working in us, and guiding us in our lives. And the spirit 
gives us those charisms, the great blessings of the spirit which the apostle talks about in 
Galatians 4. And you know them – love, joy, peace, gentleness, patience, kindness, generosity, 
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. Who can do without those? I’m happy to have one of 
them frankly. 

Now does all this seem simplistic or rather trite? Well the Trinity is not a conundrum.  
Trinity is about the story of God who enters the history of humankind and is present to each 
one of us in our lives and in our personal transformations. 

This is the same God who is the providential God of the entire universe in which we 
find ourselves. And so, of this God I’m able to say: blessing and glory and wisdom and 
thanksgiving to God forever. 

Amen 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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MEREDITH 

The song you have just listened to is called Acknowledgement written by Deb Jones of 
environmental choir, Ecopella. We sing it at the start of all of our performances. The song 
acknowledges the special and intrinsic relationship that indigenous people have with the land 
and it symbolically pays our respects to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.  

Acknowledgement of Country at the start of gatherings and meetings is now widely 
practiced throughout Australian society, as it should be. However, if its political correctness 
occurs in a vacuum and does not translate into true justice for Aboriginal people, it risks 
becoming hackneyed and its convictions; hollow. We continue to witness this at governmental 
levels in which the needs of indigenous people are not understood, are undervalued and 
under resourced.  

What do the words "I acknowledge that we are meeting on Aboriginal land” actually 
mean, in real and practical terms? Certainly if the convictions inherent in that statement were 
fully realised it would establish a sound basis for progress towards health and healing for 
First Nations people, and for the nation as a whole. Recognition and respect are essential 
elements for reconciliation and establishing healthy, reciprocal relations. 

And what about you and me? What do the words “I acknowledge that we are meeting 
on aboriginal land” mean in real and practical terms to people of faith?  

In this congregation, most of us live privileged, middle class lives and, although we are 
concerned about the plight of indigenous people, their lives are distant and detached from our 
everyday lives. For instance, how many of us personally know and have regular contact with 
an indigenous person?  I am not criticising this situation; it is a reality.  First Nations people 
comprise only 3.3% of Australia’s population so this situation is not surprising living in this 
fast-paced, modern urban world. 

The Uniting Church has always sought to build a church and a nation of justice and 
reconciliation by providing opportunities for church members to listen to and engage with 
First Nations people.   

One of these opportunities is the Walking on Country tours in which its participants 
travel to different places in NSW and interstate learning about a region’s history, how 
indigenous people have been impacted by white settlement and the issues that confront its 
indigenous inhabitants today.  On the June long weekend a small group of us from this 
congregation will be joining the Walking On Country tour to Myall Creek.  

The Uniting Church acknowledges the special relationship that indigenous people have 
with the land. Westerners tend to consider land as something that we dominate and own.  We 
'develop' land, as if it was unfinished or raw. For aboriginal people, it is the reverse, the land 
“owns” Aboriginal people and every aspect of their lives is connected to it.  

Indigenous people have a deep spiritual connection to land; land is their mother, is 
steeped in their culture, but also gives them the responsibility to care for it. When land is 
desecrated or violated, as one indigenous elder put it, “we feel its pain as though it is pain to 
the self”.  When aboriginal people are displaced from their land, they are in danger of losing 
their language, culture and identity.  
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In 2015, I was confronted first-hand with the intense grief experienced by indigenous 
people at the destruction of their land when on a Uniting Church tour to the Liverpool Plains 
in North Western NSW. A mega open-cut black coal mine has destroyed much of the ancient, 
pristine and ecologically important Leard Forest.  The establishment of the mine obliterated 
all 12 of the Gomeroi People’s sacred sites; not least their ancestral burial grounds.   

The Gomeroi people were also forcibly prevented from performing “country”; 
traditional rituals which are intrinsic to their culture. Gomeroi elders shared with us about 
how being displaced from country had affected them.  

In trying to understand how they felt, I imagined turning up to this church, which has 
been my spiritual home for 37 years, being barred entry and then witnessing its destruction.  
Devastating, huh? Tragically, for indigenous people this is an all too common occurrence with 
its impacts profound and far-reaching.  

In 1997, Kevin Rudd apologised to Aboriginal people in an attempt to foster 
reconciliation but there has been little progress in this regard and destruction of land and 
dislocation of indigenous people continues unabated. This raises fundamental questions 
about the relationship of God with creation about which Rev Dr Chris Budden reflected on in 
this Church on Reconciliation Sunday in 2014. He said: i 

“The issue at the heart of reconciliation is land and place and the presence of God. 
Reconciliation confronts us with the question: where is the one we call God amidst a displaced 
people? How does the church recognise and honour the way in which God has been present in 
this land from the moment of creation, and has been with this people? What does it mean to 
displace people that God has placed?” 

The Apostle Paul’s statement in Romans about the whole creation groaning as in child-
birth is a powerful metaphor for the violence and corruption that we are perpetrating on this 
ancient continent and its Indigenous people caused by our western anthropocentric attitudes.   

We do so at our own peril, as a Gomeroi elder said to our tour group: “If you continue to 
destroy the earth; Mother Earth will one day turn around and bite you on the bum”. ii  

And so She is! The devastating 2019/2020 bushfires were a palpable example of this.  

Reconciliation involves acknowledging the harm done to Indigenous people, both past 
and present, and trying to make amends. It means deeply listening to indigenous people and 
honouring and affirming their stories, even those stories that make us feel uncomfortable. 
Reconciliation is the work of healing and renewal.  

The Ecopella song Acknowledgement ends with the conviction “we will speak out”. As 
people of faith, we must also speak out against racism, injustice and inequality and find ways 
to assist in building a better world for all Australians and for our precious Mother Earth.  

Will we listen? 

Will we speak out? 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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RUTH 

Tree, he watching you 
You look at tree, he listen to you 
He got no finger, he can’t speak. 
But that leaf, he pumping, 
 growing, growing in the night 
While you sleeping, you dream something 
Tree and grass, same thing. 
They grow with your body 
With your feeling. 

Reconciliation - more than a word, reconciliation takes action. It is 20 years since we 
walked over the Sydney Harbour Bridge - side by side seeking reconciliation. These are my 
reflections on my journey with reconciliation.  

 Walawanni Njindiwan - greetings from Yuin country. 

In the early 1960’s I was a primary school student at Warren Central school, which is 
about 120 kms from Dubbo in north west NSW. There was an Aboriginal Mission Station 
called The Beemunnel and my parents used to send out our ‘used clothing’ for the children to 
wear. 

My parents discouraged us, my younger sister and brother from having anything to do 
with these dirty etc etc children. Being told what not to do began my interest in wanting to 
know: who were these families, why did they need to live on the outskirts of a little town, 
what beautiful music they sang, how they played on the river bank. Such were the attitudes of 
my parent’s generation. 

I have had a lifelong interest in knowing, working alongside Aboriginal people and 
learning to appreciate their culture but also to understand their spirituality.  There is a sense 
of relief amongst my indigenous friends that their stories are finally being told. For too long 
it’s been a matter of the great forgetting!  

Hence my excitement to hear Ruth and the late Dick Carney talk about his days living 
in The Beemunnel in the ‘60’s and the efforts Dick went to to go to the debutantes ball for his 
cousin to make her debut in Warren. He blackened his second-hand pair of white lawn bowls 
trousers, he wore second-hand black leather shoes and he walked the hour’s walk from the 
Beemunnel into the open-air theatre in Warren - to be told by the doorman that blackfellas 
were not allowed to attend the ball. Racism and prejudice were rife. He loved dancing and 
didn’t dance until he met his future wife Ruth in Narromine some years later. Their book A 
Little Piece of Heaven has been adapted from their autobiographical stage play of the same 
name. 

For many years, through the late 60’s and 70’s, I was a member of Christian Work 
camps. Some of you probably were too. Our goal was to be of service to Aboriginal 
communities by using materials supplied by the government at the time to build a house in a 
NSW country town for a nominated Aboriginal family to move into a town from one of the 
above settlements. This would be completed in 3 weeks by some 50-60 young people over the 
Christmas holidays. I have been back to places such as Barraba, Quirindi and Ashford and 
these homes are still standing and occupied. The fact that Aboriginal people were not 
consulted or encouraged to contribute speaks of another paternalistic time. Assimilation not 
reconciliation. 
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I’ve had a lifelong wonder of trees, an awe of trees and chose this poem to reflect the 
respect I have for trees and their throbbing pulse of life.  

In her book The Yield, awarded the Miles Franklin award in 2020, Tara June Winch 
challenges us all, in a non-judgmental style, to reflect on our histories as she articulates my 
own childhood of the political, missionary and cultural experiences for Aboriginal peoples in 
the 1950’s, ‘60s and 70’s in NSW. In reading the book I was taken back to Warren, reading the 
stories of the Rev Greenleaf, an early missionary who understood racism and challenged it in 
a humane way - while administering mission stations. 

He runs the Mission Station in the novel that Grandfather (Poppy) Albert Goondiwindi 
grows up on, writing his own diaries by recording indigenous language. He is determined to 
pass on the language of his people and everything that was ever remembered.  

The novel shows how indigenous history carries forward pain, sorrow - yet allows 
compassion, resilience, dignity, humour and humanity to flourish. The title, The Yield, we think 
of as what one yields to, gives up or reaps. But in Wiradjuri language, as Poppy explains, yield 
is the things you give to, the movement, the space between things.  

The book is full of Indigenous words and their meaning, that Poppy says he finds on 
the wind. The main character, August returns from overseas for the burial of her grandfather 
Poppy and she is determined to make amends to save the land, reclaim the stories of her 
people and the secrets of the local river. The story gives you the sense of Aboriginal dreaming 
- moving back and forth through time, life pulsating through the trees, through the earth, 
through the sky and through the sea. It is uncomfortable reading but this is truth telling. 

 

I live and work on Yuin country on the south coast in seaside communities near Nowra 
– which is why I bought you a welcome in Yuin language. With my skills and knowledge in 
education, psychology and community I have been involved in programs and community 
organisations to walk and work together to bring better health, education and life outcomes 
to this generation of children.  

The Hub in Nowra, is called Our Mia Mia. It brings resources together on one site 
where all parents can have their children assessed by a paediatrician, see Speech Therapists, 
Occupational Therapists, even a Dentist and Service NSW. All the agencies come.  

We have ‘no nonsense’ Aboriginal community leaders who advocate, cajole and 
encourage Indigenous parents to get their children to school, to keep medical appointments. 
Just last Wednesday, Aunty Ruth, an Aboriginal elder within the school, was saying to a parent 
who had not returned a permission slip - that she would be round to the house at 3.30. They’d 
better be there and they’d better answer the door - and she’d explain the processes for 
helping their children. There is still so much fear amongst peoples of the Stolen generations. 

There are numbers of indigenous led programs happening in these schools, to teach 
children ‘Dadirri’ – listening for indigenous wisdom. At another much smaller country school 
set amongst rolling hills, creeks and on the edge of a national park, the students last year 
spent time in the bush, learning to name the native trees, shrubs, birds. To sit and listen to 
nature.  
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‘Dadirri’ - mindfulness about the rocks, the wind, what you can see, hear, feel. 
Awakening our spirits and knowing we belong to the earth, to the sky, to the waters. Students 
are learning so much about the life cycle. This continues to be so important. Smoking 
ceremonies using the native cherry blossom have helped with the healing processes for this 
school community. 

In this particular small school, everyone’s stories tell of how Susan was a wonderful 
teacher of young children. Yes, she could be strict but she had a delightful sense of humour, a 
wickedness about authority and a driving urge to see every child in her care, year after year, 
learn to read. She inspired children to love learning. In the last week of school in 2019 Susan 
died suddenly, going home from an ordinary school day. This three teacher school community 
was overwhelmed with disbelief and grief. Over the summer of 2020 this community dealt 
with the devastation of fires all around them, then we had floods and then COVID. 

Towards the end of last year, 2020, and as part of the indigenous program in the 
school, knowing that it was coming up to the first anniversary of Susan’s death, the principal 
sought the permission of Susan’s family, the school community and the indigenous leaders 
who had been working in the school - to conduct a smoking ceremony in Susan’s honour, in an 
area the school has developed in her memory, as a yarning circle (where students, parents, 
teachers can read, talk, yarn, cool down).  

As a psychologist, I was concerned how everyone would react to the use of smoke. The 
indigenous leaders talked with the students about the use of fire and smoke for ceremonial 
purposes. The smoke is very different to the smell of the smoke from bushfires. As I said, a 
particular bush is used, which the students collected, the building of the fire was controlled, 
students made speeches about their love, their missingness of Susan and how they know her 
Spirit lives on in this school community.  

Susan’s mother, sisters, son and other family members were present. We all, students 
included, walked mindfully through the smoke, which wrapped us around, making us one 
with this place. And it did feel cleansing, healing and honouring of Susan.  Students often talk 
of the impact her death more than they talk about the fires, the floods and COVID. 

By walking together on country may reconciliation be more than a word, may 
reconciliation be active in our ongoing lives. 

 

 

 

i Budden, C. (2014, June 1). Sermon for Reconciliation Sunday. Pitt Street Uniting Church, Sydney, NSW, Australia. 
 
ii Kwaymullina, Ambelin --- "Seeing the Light: Aboriginal Law, Learning and Sustainable Living in Country" 

[2005] IndigLawB 27; (2005) 6(11) Indigenous Law Bulletin 12. 
http://www5.austlii.edu.au/au/journals/IndigLawB/2005/27.html 
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